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ABSTRACT

There are more interesting
develop new sorting techniques.

things to do for computer programmers

than to

This is the spirit behind this project.

The main part of this project consists of a computer program written in Pascal.
For the philosophy
a categorical

student, it takes text, breaks it down into propositions

syllogism,

and analyzes

the syllogism

people other than the logic student, a categorical
made up of two premises and one conclusion.
is take the text (as if out of a beginning

for logical validity.
syllogism

of
For

is an argument

Therefore, what this program does,
logic text book) and performs

three

main steps:
1) Break the text down into the three propositions
2) Break the three propositions
3) Analyze these data structures

down into computer data structures
for logical validity
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In starting this project,

there were many variables

When I refer to these variables,
may think I am referring
even starting
sentences

being that this was a technical project,

to 'variables'

to write algorithms,

in my actual code.

However, before

my system would be able to handle.

wanted to create a series of programs
logic argument.

In particular,

you would see that I had

to explain the soundness

I thought it was possible

that would, loaded with rules of logic, make inferences
which my parser would construct.

and what I actually did accomplish
precisely,

you

I needed to define exactly what kinds of

If you look back at my original objective,

structures

I needed to consider.

was predicate

quantification.

logic:

differ.

of a symbolic

to have an engine

given certain data

What I had hoped to accomplish
My original

intention, more

symbolic logic with the added mark of

Not only would it handle groups, but also, individuals.

All men are mortal.
Socrates

is a man.

This is the fundamental

Therefore,

predicate

for a fifteen week study
code).

Therefore,

(considering

is mortal.

logic argument which is very typical of

what I had hoPed my system could handle.
process of proving this is considerably

Socrates

I soon realized that even though the
mechanical,

it was way out of my reach

I wanted to construct

actual working

my next step was to narrow my expectations.

My new eXPeCtation

dealt with symbolic logic minus the quantifiers.

This type of logic involves only groups and, therefore,

it may be possible

to

finish in a fifteen week period.
represent

sentences

So, I began to think about how I could

I would encounter

in a PASCAL data structure.

This is what I came up with:

type
item type=record
what: string[15];
quant: boolean;
is not: boolean;
end;
group type=record
name: string[15];
item: array[I ••5] of it~type;
end;
var
group: array[I ••10] of group_type;

With this data structure,

the following

sentences would be represented

as follows:

All men are mortal.

group[l] .name='men'
group[l].item[l].what='mortal'
group[l] .item[l] .quant=true
group[l].item[l].is_not=true
No dogs are cats.
group[2] .name='dogs'
group[2].item[1] .what='cats'
group[2].item[1] .quant=true
group[2].item[1] .is_not=false

Very quickly,
limiting

I began to realize that this type of data structure

for symbolic

logic for many different

was a major factor was the fact of disjunctive

reasons.
syllogisms.

was

The one reason which
In other words,

how was I to link to structures
is true"?

together to say: "Either this is true OR that

Well, I thought, maybe I could link these records together by

means of another array which might contain the index number of the statement
to which it was linked.
this format.

Consider

Fine.

But now, the was another repercussion

from

the following sentence:

Either John is a smart person, or if Sally is six feet tall, then
she is an amazon and Greg is valedictorian.

In this sentence, although
distinct,

meaningful

phrases.

represent

a link to a chain

it doesn't make much sense, there are three
With a link to these 'or' phrases, how could I

(or group) of other phrases?

In this case, I

would have to link "John is a smart person" with a conditional
separate results.

involving two

I now knew that this was out of my reach for the allotted

fifteen week period.

My next step was to confer with my advisor.

The majority

of the work up

to here was done at horne, over the winter break between semesters.

What I

needed to know was whether or not I could limit myself even more and still
have enough work to constitute

an independent

study worth my time.

My new

proposal was as follows:

I wished to construct
analyze the validity of it.
only to categorical
explicit,

a system of programs

However, the range of text would now be limited

syllogisms:

a categorical

that would parse text and

syllogism

a small piece of symbolic logic.

To be more

involves only two premises and a conclusion.

These three phrases can be of only four different

types as follows:

A

(universal positive)

All dogs are mammals

E

(universal negative)

No cats are dogs

I

(particular positive)

Some dogs are poodles

a

(particular negative)

Some dogs are not poodles

Using these statements

there were a total of 256 different ways that

they could be arranged in an argument.
are logically valid.

And of these 256 possible, only fifteen

But to merely check if the form fell into this category

would not constitute much work beyond the text parser.

Therefore,

I would

create a module which would perform valid inferences using the premises given.

In defining a categorical

syllogism,

I need to talk about terms such as

mood and figure of the syllogism.

Mood refers to the order that the phrases

are in the argument

An exa~ple of a mood is EIO, meaning that

(by letters).

the first premise is universal negative, the second is particular positive,
and the conlusion

is particular

negative.

which the subjects and predicates
should have three distinct terms:

The figure refers to the way in

are arranged in the argument.

Each argument

subject, predicate, and middle.

The

subject and predicate are as defined in the structure of the conclusion,
the middle term appears in both premises and not in the conclusion.
are four different

1:

3:

figures and they are defined as follows:

middle

predicate

subject

middle

subject

middle

subject

predicate

subject

predicate

middle

predicate

2:

4:

predicate middle

predicate middle

and

There

middle

subject

subject predicate

Therefore

an exampl.e

middle

subject

subject

predicate

of a syllog ism of mood and figure EIO-3 is:

No animals are ugly things.
Some animals are dogs.
Therefore

Some dogs are not ugly things.

Now I can clearly state my revised proposal which my advisor agreed
would give me enough of a challenge

so that it would be a full project.

When I say full I mean not only for my time allotted, but also for the
educational

experience.

The series of programs which I was to write would be somewhat of an
aid to the beginning
of a categorical

logic student.

syllogism

load the data structures,

This student would type in an example

(in text) and the programs would parse the text,
and analyze the text.

of the syllogism as defined

in the data structures,

a statement as to whether or not the conclusion
given premises.

The output would consist

In addition,

if time permits,

the mood and figure, and

follows logically

from the

I would include possible

reasons for the failure of the argument.

Given this, my next task was to develop a data structure which would
serve my purposes.
small changes.
of sentences

I found that I could use the previous ones with some very

Considering

the fact that there are only four different

I needed to represent,

this was not a very difficult

types

task to

come up with working data structures.

They are as follows:

type
item type=record
item name: string[50];
item-quant: boolean;
item-logic: boolean;
end;
group type=array[l.. 3] of string [50] ;
thing=type=arraY[1 ••3,1 ••2] of item_type;
var
group name: group type;
group=item: thing=type;

More clearly,
middle

there were three different

term, and predicat

Furthermore,
between

term), hence the three different

the "thing_type"

two group_names.

variable

(subject term,
group names.

type would provide the relationship

Because of this, the two types (group, thing)

would be used in parallel.

The reason "thing_type"

because each group may have attributes

associated

groups as I shall show later in discussing
following

groups needed

are some exa~ples

of sentences

group name[l]='dogs'
group-item [1,I] •item name='mammals'
group-item[l,I].item-quant=true
group=item[l,I].item=logic=true

group name[l]='dogs'
group-item[1,2].item
name='cats'
group-item[I,2].item-quant=true
group-item[l,2J.item=logic=false

is

with two other separate

different

arguments.

The

using the above data structure:

A: All dogs are mammals.

E: No dogs are cats.

is two dimensional

I: Some ma~als

are dogs.

group name[2)='mammals'
group-item[2,1).item
name='dogs'
group-item[2,1).item-quant=false
group=item[2,1).item=logic=true
0: Some mammals are not cats.

group name [2)= 'mammals'
group-item[2,2).item
name='cats'
group-item [2,2) .item-quant=false
group=item[2,2).item=logic=false

Notice in the above exa~ples a couple ideas.
quantifier

in conjunction

combinations
above.

with the logic flag provides the four possible

needed for the four basic categorical

Secondly, these data structures

in the group_name

For one, the use of the

propositions

discussed

only show the attributes

of the group

field, and show nothing about the group in the group_item-

item name field.

These are the fifteen valid arguments:
AEE-4

FAE-l

EIO-I

AM-I

AEE-2

EAE-2

EIO-2

AOO-2

IAI-3

AII-3

EIO-3

OAO-3

IAI-4

AII-l

EIO-4

My next step at this point was to study the fifteen valid inferences
come up with a definite algorithm
was the most sensible.

to make those inferences.

to

The path I took

Being that there are only fifteen valid cases, I

wrote down each case in very simple terms.

After doing so, I could see some

similarities

in some cases.

given two definite premises,

For instance, there were four cases in which,
two different

valid conclusions

could be drawn.

Here is an example of just one of these instances:

AEE-4: All poodles are dogs

EAE-l: No dogs are cats

No dogs are cats

All poodles are dogs

So, No cats are poodles

Furthermore,

So, No poodles are cats

there are two more arguments,

similar to the above case,

in which the E-type statement had the subject and predicate
provided

a conclusion

predicate

similar to the above conclusion

terms reversed.

reversed, and

except the subject and

These arguments are as follows:

AEE-2: All poodles are dogs

EAE-2: No cats are dogs

No cats are dogs
So, No cats are poodles

All poodles are cats
So, No poodles are cats

Using all four of the above arguments, we can create one large set of
statements

showing the relationship

of them:

All poodles are dogs
(No dogs are cats) or (NO cats are dogs)
So, (NO poodles are cats) and (No cats are poodles)

Examining

the above pseudo-argument,

we see that given one definite

premise and a choice of two second premises,

\'/2

Actually,

can conclude, at the same

time, two new and different

things.

the reason for this is that

any E or I type proposition

can have it's subject and predicate

reversed,

and still maintain

it's truth value.

One proposition

is the CONVERSE

the other, and it is only valid for E and I propositions.
out that the combination
similar action

of

It also turns

of IAI-3, IAI-4, All-I, and AII-3 produce a

(because the I-type proposition

can be conversed) •

My next step was to create truth tables so that I could catch the
relationship
drawn.

of my data structures

I created argument

to the valid inferences that could be

representations

noted the values of my premises'

with the data structures

and conclusion'S

I needed to choose a way to group the arguments

and

boolean variables.
so that routines

in my

actual programs could handle more than one case, to provide greater
efficiency

of my code.

Luckily, my first choice, grouping according

figure, was the correct way to group the arguments,
consistencies

for there were obvious

in my truth tables.

Figure I
premise
quant

I

logic

premise 2
quant

logic

conclusion
:::ruantlogic

AAA:

---------------------------------------true
true
true

EAE:

true

false

AIr:

true

EIO:

true

true

true

true

true

true

false

true

false

true

false

true

true

false

true
4

false

2

false
3

false

1

S

6

Notice above consistencies:

1) column I and column 4 are always true

2) column 2 is the sa~e as colu~n 6

to

3) column 3 is the same as column 5

Since all columns are consistent
write an algorithm
In particular,
middle

in all of the above cases, we can

to check for certain values and the assign new values.

the first check to make is to make sure the premises' middle

terms define figure 1.

In other words , the subject of the first

premise must be the same as the predicate

of the second premise.

The next

check would be to make sure the quantifier

of the first prenise

is universal

(quant=true) and make sure the truth value of the second premise
(logic=true).
variable

is true

After these checks have all been made, we assign the boolean

of the concluding

propositions

concluding

quant=second

concluding

logic=first

concluding

subject=second

concluding

predicate=first

From the above analysis,
be easily written

The remaining

as follows:

premise quant
premise logic
premise subject
premise predicate

it is very clearly seen that this problem can

into computer code.

three figures were analyzed

truth tables, along with concluding

in the very safYleway.

remarks follow:

Figure 2
premise
quant

1

logic

premise 2
quant

logic

conclusion
quant

logic

true

true

false

false

true

false

EAE:

---------------------------------------true
false true

AEE:

true

true

true

The

AOO:
EIO:

true

true

true

false

false

true

false

1

false

2

3

4

5

6

false

false

false

false

Notice above consistencies:

1) column 1 is always true
2) column 2 and column 4 are always not equal
3) column 6 is always false
4) column 3 is the same as colu~n 5

From the above observations,

the following checks and assignments

can

be made:

1) check for figure 2 (predicate in both premises are the same)
2) check to see if the first prenise has universal quantifier
(first premise quant=true)
3) check to see if the truth values of the pre~ises are not equal
(first premise logic <> second prenise logic)

If the above checks are all positive:

1) assign concluding truth value to false
(concluding logic=false)
2) assign concluding quantifier to the second premise's quantifier
(concluding quant=second premise quant)
3) assign concluding

subject to second premise subject

4) assign concluding

predicate

Figure 3

to first premise subject

premise
quant

1

logic

premise
quant

2

conclusion

logic

quant

logic

AIl:

---------------------------------------true
true
false

IAI:

false

true

OAO:

false

false

EIO:

true
1

true

false

true

true

true

false

true

true

true

false

false

false

false

true

false

false

2

3

4

5

6

NOtice above consistencies:

1) coluun 4 is always true
2) column 1 and column 3 are always not equal
3) column 5 is always false
4) column 2 is the same as column 6

From the above observations,

the following checks and assignments

can

be made:

1) check for figure 3 (subject in both premises

are the same)

2) check to see if the second premise has positive
(second premise logic=true)

truth value

3) check to see if the quantifiers of the prernises are not equal
(first premise quant <> second premise quant)

If the above checks are all positive:

1) assign concluding quantifier
(concluding quant=false)

to false

2) assign concluding truth value to the first premise's
(concluding logic=first pre~ise logic)

truth value

3) assign concluding

subject to second premise predicate

4) assign concluding

predicate

to first premise predicate

Figure 4
premise 1
quant

logic

premise 2
quant

logic

conclusion
quant

logic

AEE:

---------------------------------------true
true
true
false

IAI:

false

EIO:

true

true

false

true

true

true

false

true
4

false

false

5

6

true

false

false

1

2

3

For this figure, there are no real consistencies
members.

throughout

all of the

The first two rows, however, can be described as follows:

1) column 2 and 3 are always true
2) column 1 and column 4 are always not equal
3) column 1 is the same as column 5
4) column 4 is the same as column 6

From the above observations,

the following checks and assignments

can

be made:

1) check for figure 4 (subject in first premise is the predicate
in the conclusion and predicate in the second premise is the
subject in the conclusion)
2) check to see if the first premise has positive truth value
(first premise logic=true)
3) check to see if the second premise has universal quantifier
(second premise quant=true)
4) check to see if the quantifier

of the first premise is not equal

to the truth value of the second premise
(first premise quant <> second premise logic)

If the above checks are all positive:

1) assign concluding quantifier to first premise quantifier
(concluding quant=first pranise quantifier)
2) assign concluding truth value to the second premise's
(concluding logic=second premise logic)
3) assign concluding

subject to second pre~ise predicate

4) assign concluding

predicate

truth value

to first premise subject

For the case of the third figure-4 argument,

the checks that will be

made will look for figure=4 folloM2d by checks to make sure the argument
is of mood EIO.
boolean variables

The assignments

that will be made will just assign both

of the conclusion

to false (as noted in the above truth

table) •

From the above truth tables and lists of checks that need to be made
to infer conclusions,
assignments

it is extremely easy to see how these checks and

can be converted

into computer code which will do the same.

My next task was to write the logic portion of the system which would,
in fact, incorporate

these checks and assigments

code I wrote consisted

into working code.

of the following:

1) variable declarations
2) an initialization

routine for my data structures

3) a routine to choose which data set to use

The

4) figure 1 inference
5) figure 2 inference
6) figure 3 inference
7) figure 4 inference
8) a routine to print out the data structures

The code is included later in this write-up for closer examination.
Note the way in which the data to be used was selectel.

The available data

was only the fifteen valid arguments.

But, however,

this is not to say that

I only tested the fifteen valid ones.

I did go through each data structure

and change around the boolean variables so that I could see if my routines
would make any incorrect

inferences.

However, my codin:J techniques were

accurate enough so that the only inferences that were made were only the
ones that were supposed to be made.

Another noteworthy

point is the fact that I incorporated

the special arguments mentioned

above.

into my code,

What I am referring to is having the

choice of two second premises and being able to conclude two separate
premises:

converses

logic module

of each other.

This fact is seen in the output of the

in which #5 data set is chosen.

two propositions

and ended with four.

trees" and "NO trees are dogs."

In this case, I started with

The two new ones were "No dogs are

From this it is clear that I did make my

logic module handle the case of converses of statenents
will conclude all possible,

One last noteworthy
the module was presented.

so that the routine

valid conclusions.

point of interest is the way in which the output from
First the menu of data choices, and the statement

asking which one you wish to run.

Next, the initial data and concluding

data

are printed.

The data is arranged by the "group_name"

data structures.

What is printed under the group_name

of that group as defined

in the data structure.

as defined

in the above

is all of the "items"

In other words, the final

data printed was the initial data and also all possible valid inferences drawn
from those premises.

For my code testing purposes,

this was satisfactory.

However, as I shall show later, my output needed to be revised very much for
my final product.

In fact, the logic routine does not print any output.

Once I was certain that my logic module was functioning

as I wished,

I

began to work on the module which would parse the text and load the data
structures.

On conferring

after the supplemental
Furthermore,

problems

in the beginning

separate propositions
three propositions

One would break down the original

and load the data structures.

module used, the logic module,

If I could create a set of

the same as the ones my logic

I knew, woul.d fully work as I wished.

What I did next was enumerate,
of sentence structures

I was using as sources.

in my personal notes, every different
in the exercises of the two logic books

After doing so, I chose which keywords that I would

want my parser to search for:

the ones which would direct the prograrn as to

what is coming in the text or what has just past.
eleven key words and phrases, plus three punctuation
would search for.

input into the three

of the argument and the second would break down the

that would load the data structures

combination

logic sources I used.

I decided that the best way to approach the problem was to do

two separate parsers.

programs

with my advisor, I chose to model my test data

They are:

I came up with a total of
marks which my parser

1) because

for

since

and

but

yet

so

consequently

2)

3) therefore
4)

hence

it follows that

, • ,

The way in which I listed the above words points out their usage.
instance,

the first row contains words that signal a premise will follow, the

second row is made up of words that always connect two premises,
row consists of words that signal the conclusion
final row consists of phrase separators.
between

two propositions

of propositions

that surround them.

usage of the words.

the third

will follow next, and the

The phrase separators

simply come

and do not carry any special meaning as to the tyPes

corne from listing the possible

premises

For

All of the generalizations

just mentioned

sentences and noting any consistencies

in the

One rule I came up with around this time is that for two

and a conclusion

to be defined

in the text, either the conclusion

must be signalled or both of the premises.

This is fairly obvious considering

I only dealt with three and only three sentences at a time.

The basic form of my program was to search the text starting at the first
character.

Using this character

(length=l), I search~j my list of keywords

and if a match was found, I called the specific routine to pick out the phrase
signalled by that keyword.
of my word by 1.

the length

From this, I would now be using the first two characters

together as a word.
reached my maximum

If a match was not found, I incremented

I continued

to increase the length until the length

length of a keyword.

At this point, I incremented

the

start position of my search word to start at the second character and begin
again with length set to one.

There were four different
the above types of keywords.

routines which were called, one four each of
These routines are named:

1) get_premise
2) get_next_premise
3)

get_conclusion

4) get_phrase

The routines were called according
next.

Either we are guarranteed

to which type of phrase would follow

of the type, as in the first three routines,

or we have no idea and just want to get the proposition,

not really knowing

if it is a premise or conclusion.

The overall logic of these routines is somewhat similar.
however, exactly alike, and for the subtle differences,
reader to the actual documentation

in the code.

They are not,

I should refer the

Aside from that, all of these

routines do some of the same things, and I shall try to explain, briefly, what
they do.

Again, for more detail

(pseudocode) see the program for each

routine's documentation.

First, the routine will check to see if there is another keyword prior to
the one that caused entry to the routine.
up the phrase starting at the beginning
caused entry to the routine.

If there is not one, it will pick

and ending before the keyword that

If there is no ke~vord before the current one,

the routine will get the phrase starting at the current keyword and ending at
the next keyword.
stating

Also, the routine wi 11 set a flag along wi th the phrase

if it is a premise or a conclusion.

The get_phrase

routine will not

set the flag, and if the routine picks up a phra.se before the current keyword
a flag will not be set also, however.

One added feature which I added near completion
make sure that the next keyword

allows the routines to

is not so close to the current keyword that

the phrase that it finds is null or close to it.

In other words, it will

handle the case of:

This is true and that is true.
Notice the corrma after "So."
program,

So, whatever
Originally,

is true.

if I tried to do this, my

as my advisor Dr •.Jeffrey would say, woul.d "barf" on me and give

me a run-time error which is truly disastrous

in the world of programming

for real-life applications.

In addition

to these routines,

tasks to aid the routines.

I also wrote functions to do various other

These included searching the input string to find

the next keyword, and another to find the last keyword,
function handles the "stripping"

if any.

Another

off of unneeded blanks and punctuation

in case the "get" routines do not do a clean enough job themselves.
other routines
are the keyword

included in "big_parse,"
initialization

as I originally

marks

The only

called the program,

routine, the result printing routine, and

one last routine to resolve an unknown type of phrase.
the case where you have entered "get_phrase"

This last one handles

and did not flag the phrase as

being a premise or a conclusion.

The output from this program consisted of the input text followed by a
series of messages

from the "get" routines,

followed by the final phrases

found with the tyPe it is (premise or conclusion).

In the "get" routines,

first, a message
keyword

is printed stating which routine was entered and what the

is that caused entry to that routine.

or in some cases, phrases,

Next, it will print the phrase,

that the routine found and saved.

Because of my

lack of looking into the future, I do not have output included in this report
that c~ue solely from this program.
which came from a combination

However,

I do have one batch of output

of both parsers.

that all of the original messages

In this output, it is clear

remain just as they were in the original

program.

For my program, which does the task of loading data structures
results of the previous program,
variety of words to deal with.
four types of categorical

I did not care, at first, about having a
I created this program to handle mainly the

propositions

was easy to see the different

from the

(A,E,I,O).

sentences

This being the case, it

I would encounter.

To begin with,

all of my sentences would start with "some," "all," or "no."

Using these

words,

Also, for the

I could fill in the quantifier

universal

quantifier,

structure.
presence

of the data structure.

I could also fill in the logic portion of the data

For the particular

quantifier,

of "not" in the sentence.

I would need to search for the

However, what should happen if the user

enters a sentence of this form:

Some people who are not smart are people who are not wealthy.

In this case, there are two places where "not" occurs.
in this case is the final "logic" or "inference"

What would happen

program would not recognize

the clause "people who are not smart" as similar to "people who are smart."
Upon seeing this, I decided to incorporate

into this progr~n, a routine or

routines,

which would "cancel-out"

After consulting

some of my logic references,

which can be done to categorical
the sentence

valid cases which this demonstrates.

logically

propositions.

the subject and predicate.

propositions
following

Some cases of these leave

valid and some do not.

The first of these was mentioned
switching

I found three transformations

earlier:

The converse

are valid; A and 0 are not valid.

transformations)

conversion.

This involves

of only E and I type

The proof for these

are in both of the logic references

listed and

are in most every logic book that deals with cr1tegorical syllogisms.
to this I shall save the details
inquire

further.

unintentionally)
premises

gives the same two possible
are converses

cases are only for premises

Continuing
conclusion
opposite

the converse

in the "logic" prograTl.

the two premises

was handled

Due

enough

to

(although

The cases where a choice of two

conclusion,

of each other.

has the distinction

that

Notice r11so, that these special

that are either E or I.

on, the next transformation

has "non" prefixed

is obversion.

to it and the quantifier

In this type the

is changed

to the

what it started as.

All dogs are mammals

The obverse
therefore,
routine

only for those who are skeptical

Aside from this point,

(and the

--)

No dogs are nonmammals

is true if the original proposition

the obverse will be incorporated

find a "non" attached

the quantifier,

true for all cases,

into this program.

to the predicate,

which is very simple to do.

Wi1S

Should the

it will remove it and change

The final transformation

is the contraposition

of a proposition.

In this

case, both the subject and the predicate have a "non" added and they switch
positions

also.

-->

All dogs are mammals

The contraposition

is A or O.

and quantifier

Therefore,

the routine must check to see if the

This is done by checking

variables.

having quantifier

are nondogs

is only valid for A and 0 propositions.

to include this in the program,
proposition

All nonmammals

A and 0 propositions

the characteristic
have the distiction

logic
of

and logic carry the same value: A has true and 0 has false.

Then to change the proposition

according

to contraposition

remove the "non" from both subject and predicate,

rules, we must

and we must also switch

the two.

What these routines try to accomplish,
but try to bring the propositions
as possible.

is not distort the propositions,

as close to the four basic types as much

The converse transformation

is already handled in the "logic"

routine, so in my next parser I only needed to include the obverse and the
contraposition.

In more detail, the next parser includes one large routine to search
the initial sentence to pick up the quantifier
of a "not" in the sentence.
the word just before it was.

and search for the presence

It takes that first "not" and looks to see what
If it was "which" "that" or "who", it ignores

that "not" and looks for the next one.

The reason for this is simple.

at the exarnpl o a couple back that involves "people who are smart."

Look

If this

small search was not included, the parser would pick up "are smart are people
who are not wealthy" as the second term: the predicate.
makes sure the "not" it finds is the one separating

The small added check

the subject and the

predicate.

This routine also calls other routines which help complete the data
structure

including one to check for "not" in the predicate,

which returns the previous word from where your pointer
Later, the obverse and contraposition
the possiblities.

and a function

is in the proposition.

routines are called to resolve any of

One of which I found in one of the logic references.

is a case where, if the proposition

can have the converse applied

There

(switching

the terms) and if the subject had a "non" in it, then you should converse
the terms, and then perform obversion.

No nonathletes

are golfers

This case, being completely

--)

No golfers are nonathletes

--)

All golfers are athletes

unobvious, would be overlooked

if I just

coded the obverse routine straight to look only for a "non" in the predicate
(a condition

to perform obversion).

Therefore,

in the parsers main routine,

I check if converse can be applied, and if there is a "non" in the subject
and not in the conclusion.

If this is the case, I switch the terms so that

when obversion

it will perform its operations

is checking,

Aside from that, the obverse routine and the contraposition
exactly

the same operations

on that phrase.
routine perform

as I described above.

The other routines used by this parser include one which will examine
the given data structures and print the mood and figure of the argument.

The

other routine simply prints the da.ta structures
they represent.
position

This is very useful because after obversion

have been applied,

the propositions
of the parsing

given as the sentences

to.

which

and contra-

it is helpful to see what the routines converted

Strategically

placed, this routine is called after all

is complete and before the data is sent to be examined

for

logical validity.

I think I should spend some time to discuss what was involved in fitting
these completely

separate progra~s

together to work together a.s a system.

My first step was to combine the parsers
correct data structures

from text.

to see if they can come up with the

This was fairly easy to do since the

first parst loaded a array data structure with sentences
individual

phrases and loaded new data structures.

a short "for-next"

and the second part

All that was involved was

loop to send each individual phrase off to be parsed

further one at a time.

The next phase, including
the first phase.
conclusions
structure

took somewhat; more time than

In this, I ran into the problem of the relationship

subject and predicate

in the two premises.

both premises
descriptions

array.

had the same subject.
filled.

which description

two different

I knew I would run into problems

if

In this case, one group would have both

I would have to be able to go into the data a choose

was the subject and which was the predicate

There INere other headaches

hard time understanding

of the

My original data

had room for three separate groups to be desribed

ways, hence, the two dimensional

conclusion.

the logic program,

encountered,

of the

which, if you had a

this last one, you won't understand

the others.

Let me just say either "you had to be there" or even better "you had to

e working

on it" to know what I mean.

b

ANYWAY,

I decided

with a one dimensional

to remove the two dimensional
array for the premises,
would come up with

array and replace

a one dimensional

array for

the conclusions

the program

the premises).

By doing this, the way to check if the user conclusion

valid all I would have to do is compare
(or inferences
The following

as the data structure
is the data structure

it

(somewhat like the one for
is

it with the array of conclusions

name says) to check for a match.
which was used ;

type
item type=record
item name: string [50] ;
item-quant: boolean;
item-logic: boolean;
- end,,
new type=record
name: string[50];
item name: string[50];
item-quant: boolean;
item=logic: boolean;
group type=array[1 ••3] of string[50];
thing-type=arraY[1 ••3] of it~type;
infer=type=arraY[1 ••2] of new_type;
var
group name: group type;
group-item: thing-type;
infered: infer_type;

The idea for the representations
conclusions,

is about the same, but for the infered

the subject would go in the "name" slot and the predicate

go in the "item name" slot.

Before,

would

the subject would go in the separate

array "group_name."

One last difficulty

which I feel I must mention,

only for the fact that

every programmer

experiences

more than 126 characters

it, is my attempts

at a time.

to allow the user to input

There were many things that I tried, but

what it all comes down to is the fact that Turbo would not let me enter more
than 126 characters
programs

at a time.

At first, when I woul.d send data into the

by reading from a text file, I did not mind the fact that I could

only let it read one line at a time.

But when time carne for me to be able

to enter problems of longer length, I was slightly perturbed by this small
bug in Turbo.

However, after some short, down-to-earth,

up with a simple solution.
a time while concatenating
user enters

n*n

thinking,

I carne

In the final version, I read input one line at
them together

(watching for spacing) until the

on a new line as the first character.

I wish the input much luck and send it on it's way.

From this point,
The only reason I

included these COImlents is just to show that sa:netimes, no matter how
frustrating

the problem can be, chances are that the solution will make

you feel like a moron.

Once I had all three progr&~s

linked and running together,

I cleaned up

routines

that I onced used but no longer needed and I formatted my output

somewhat

(to make it look kinda' nice).

I think I removed almost six or

seven routines

I didn't need to make my final project run, so the code which

I am including

in this write-up,

by far, not the only code written to complete

the project.

Several runs are included with this text.
works, some how well the conversion,
some show how inconsistent

Some show how well the parser

obversion and contraposition

terms are noticed by the programs.

is not to say that this system flawless.

work, and

However,

this

Due to the incredible amount of

variations

these sentences can come in, my programs may we ll bomb in some

instances.

Too much punctuation

marks and wrong keywords used will surely

have an effect on what will happen.
punctuation

I found that some instances of too much

will be found and either will be ignored or will show a message

that something went wrong and to try again.

One thing I had wished to include in this project was, at the end of a
program run, to print a message as to what rule was violated by the argument
if that had been the case.

There are only six rules all valid categorical

syllogisms must follow and everyone
pressed for time near completion
I do not feel it is necessary

can be proqranmed ,

However, I was very

and was so satisfied with the outcome that

to include this in the system.

One thing that would have been really nice to do would be to have a
professor

from the philosophy

different

examples,

departll.entplay around with the system, test

and note good and bad things about the systern.

that for a system to be considered

completely

I realize

finished, it needs many hours

of testing to see what it can do well, what can do, but not well, and most
of all:

what it cannot do at all.

large projects,

Without the proper time taken to test

all the work put into completing

I can say regarding

itwas

not worthwhile.

All

this is that I regret not having more time than I did to

do this type of testing.

The most I could do was use exarnplas out of logic

sources and say "yes, this one worked" or "no this one didn't."

Also, had there been more time, I would have included a wider variety
of sentences which data structures
keywords,

but more different

had been the first obstacle

could be loaded from.

Not just more

ways of arranging words in the sentence.
I ran into:

This

not being able to represent many

different

sentences, but only a few.

For example, one of my sources listed

four or five alternative

ways to say "all dogs are maomal s" using different

adjectives

verbs.

and different

would be fairly easy to include.
frustrations.

These types of additions

to the program

Some, however, may cause some added

For instance, sentences that have the predicate

the subject last would confuse the system.
to decide which comes first:

perhaps,

it would need a routine

subject or predicate.

Sure, I could go on about the more additions
this all mean?

first and

I could make, but what does

At what point does syntax no longer have as much importance

as does semantics?

In other words, when does the meaning of the words have

more to do with the way the data structures are filled than the positional
relationship

of the words?

For example look at the following two sentences

(this exampl.e is taken from one source) and t11e categorical
which they translate

into:

A whale is a mammal
A sailboat

--)

is damaged

Surely the difference

All whale are maomal s

--)

Some sailboats are things that are damaged

is obvious, but what must be included so that the

system can know which to translate the sentence
have virtually

propositions

into?

the same syntax, but very different

would need to be incorporated

with descriptions

These two sentences

semantics.

The system

of what "mammals" are like.

Once it found out that "mammals" are a group of animals and that a "whale" is
an animal,

it could then conclude that anything that is a "whale" is a thing

that is a "mammal."

For a system to be able to handle this type of situation,

it would need

to incorporate somewhat of a knowledge base to use in searching for "meanings"
of words.

HOv.Bver, I use the term "meanings" very loosely.

The "meanings"

I am referring to are not dictionary meanings, but more of how the words are
used in language.

HOv.Bver, there would need to be descriptions

for every

possible word that could have different uses wh i ch adds up to an incredible
amount of memory and simple coding that would be need~j.

Words are not the only things that have different meanings,

though.

There is the same, if not, worse, proble~ involved in figuring out the
meaning of a sentence.
is used.

It all matters on the context in which the sentence

For example:

They are flying planes

What does this sentence mean?

Are there people who are flying planes for

some fun, or is someone referring to the planes saying that they are meant for
flying?

Surely human beings can tell what the sentence means if they hear one

of two sentences before the current one.

HOlM2ver, for the computer, we must

have a stack of knowledge regarding the context being built so that when we
encounter

the noun "planes," we could search that knowledge to see how it was

used in the previous sentences.
different

What we would have to deal with is a totally

world from what I was dealing with in this short study.

would not be as mechanized

as the one I have come up with.

The system

More likely, it

would offer itself different choices as to the meaning, along with different
confidence

factors, and have to choose from these, hopefully coming up with

the correct usage.

This project was never intended to have anything to do with semantics
whatsoever.

What I set out to do and what I have accompl ished are very

closely related.

I

can be programmed

into a computer to simulate.

extent.

when one is to say that ALL of logic can be progra'TImed into

Ho~ver,

a computer,

wanted to show that iTIanyaf the steps involved in logic
I

have shown this to some

it is not possible without the computer being prograllffiedto

"understand"
my constraints

the language when needed.
of time and knowledge.

know, and have corne to appreciate,
to use "understanding,"

And the way to do this is well beyond
One thing that is for sure is that I

what is needed for a computer

to attempt

or a knowledge base, to help formulate decisions.

{$B-}
program syllogism;
type
item type=record
item name: string[50];
item-quant: boolean;
item-logic: boolean;
- end;

{ true=universal
{ true=positive

false=particular
false=negative

{ No cats are dogs: quant=true,
new type=record
name: string[50];
item name: string[50];
item-quant: boolean;
item-logic: boolean;
- end;
group type=array[1 ••3] of string[50];
thing-type=arraY[1 ••3] of item type;
infer=type=arraY[1 ••2] of new_type;
string20=string[20];
string50=string[50] ;
string100=string[100];
string250=string[250];
input type=string[250];
key_tYpe=arraY[1 ••20] of string20;
phrase_form=(prem,conc,unknown);
phrases=record
descr: string [100] ;
form: phrase form;
end·,
phrase_type=array[1

••3] of phrases;

var
prop: string250;
line: string [126] ;
temp_string: string[50];
group name: group type;
group-item: thing-type;
input: input type;
keyword: key-type;
phrase: phrase type;
infered: infer-type;
bad_parse: boolean;

}
}

logic=false

}

const
number_of_keywords:

integer=14;

{$B-}

function last_word(prop:

string250;

start: integer): string50;

{ this function will return the ABSOLUTE position of the previous word}
{ in the given input, given the starting position
}
var
ends: integer;
begin
ends:=start-l;
repeat
start:=start-l;
until «start=l) or (prop[start)='

'));

if (start=l) then
last word:=
else
last_word:=copy(prop,start+l,ends_start);
I

I

end;

print_ffiood(var group name: group type; var group_item:
var bad_parse: boolean);

procedure

thing_type;

{ this routine will print the mood and form of the argument, i.e. EIO-4
}
{ if it cannot match terms, it will print a message and set the bad_parse}
{ flag to be returned
}
var
i: integer;
mood: string[10);
begin
bad parse:=false;
mood: = mood=
I

I ;

for i:=l to 3 do begin
with group item[i) do begin
if (item_guant and item_logic)

then

mood :=concat (mood, 'A') ;
if (item quant and not item logic) then
mood:~concat(mood,'E');
if (not item quant and item logic) then
mood :=concat (mood, 'I'); if (not item quant and not item_logic) then
mood:=concat(mood, '0') ;
end;
end;
if ((group itern[1] •itern name=group item [3] •itern name) and
(group name[2]=group-name[3])
and
(group-name [1]=group-item[2] .iten name» then
- writeln(moOd,'-l')
else if

((group item[l].item name=group item[3].item name) and
(group Ttem[2].item name=group naoe[3]) and(group-name [l]=group name[2]»-then
wrTteln (mood, '-3')

else if ((group name[l]=group item[3] •item name) and
(group name[2]=group name[3]) and(group-itern[l].item name=group item[2] .item name»
wrTteln (mood,' -2')
else if

then

((group name[l]=group item[3] •item name) and
(group Ttem[2] •item name=group name[3]) and
(group-item[1].itern-name=group-n~ne[2]»
then
wrTteln (mood,' -4')
-

else begin
wri teln ('Terms do not match -- please reenter carefully.');
bad parse:=true;
end; end;

procedure

print_all (var group_name:

group_type;l1ar

group_item:

thing_type);

{ this routine will print the data structures and then print the proposition
{ that the data structures represent, so as to note f1ny changes made
var
i1: integer;
begin
for il:=l to 3 do begin
if (not group_item[il].item_quant)

then begin

}
}

write('SOME

',group_name[il]);

if (group item[il].item logic) then
wri te (, ARE ',group "Itemli L] •iten name)
else
write(' ARE NOT ',group_item[il].ite~name);
end
else begin
if (group item[il].item
wri te ('ALL ')
else
wr i te (,NO ');
write(group name[il],'
end·,
if il=3 then write('
wri teln (' ');
end;

logic) then

ARE ',group_item[il].item_na~e);

(conclusion) I);

end;

procedure

fill truth2(var group name: group type; var group item: thing_type;
il: integer; var chunk: string50);
-

{ this routine will examine the predicate portion of the proposition and
}
{ resolve all 'NOT' strings in the phrase, setting the 'logic' part of the}
{ data structure as it goes
}
var
not string,end string: string[250];
not=spot,lngth:
integer;
begin
repeat
not spot:=pos('NOT' ,chunk);
if (not spot<>0) then begin
group_item[il].item_logic:=9roup_item[il]

•item logic xor true;

if (not spot=l) then begin
lngth:=length(chunk)-3;
not string:=copy(chunk,5,lngth);
chunk:=not string;
end
else begin
not string:=copy(chunk,l,not
spot-I);
lngth:=length(chunk)-length(not
string)-2;
end string:=copy(chunk,not
sPot+4,lngth);
chunk:=concat(not_string,end_string);

end;
end;
until (not_spot=0);
end;

procedure

{
{
{
{
{

fill data(prop: string250; var group name: group type;
var group_item: thing_type; il: integer);

this routine will fill in the majority of the data structure before the}
portions are sent to resolve the 'not's and check for aversion and
}
contraposition of the terms
}
this routine sets the quantity, initial logic, and loads the data
}
structure wi th the subject and predicate clauscs
}

var
are spot,next are,lngth,first blank: integer;
prior ,first chunk,second chunk: string [50] ;
part: string[250];
quantity: string[7];
begin
first blank:=pos(' ',prop);
quantTty:=copy(prop,l,first_blank_l);
if (quantity='SOME') then
group item[il).item quant:=false
else
group item[il].item quant:=true;
if (quantitY='NO') then
group_item[il].item_logic:=group_item[il].item

logic xor true;

are spot:=poS('ARE',prop);
prior:=last word(prop,are spot-I);
if «prior='THAT')
or (prTor='WHICH') or (prior='WH01))
then begin
part:=copy(prop,are
sPot+3,length(prop)-are
spot+3);
next are:=poS('ARE'~part);
are spot:=are spot+next are+2;
end; Ingth:=are spot-first blank-2;
first_chunk:=copy(prop,first_blank+l,lngth)

;

Ingth:=length(prop)_are
spot-3;
seCOnd_chunk:=copy(prop~are_spot+4,lngth);
fill truth2(group name,group
group_narne[il]:=flrst_chunk;-

item,il,second

chunk);
-

end;

procedure

{
{
{
{
{

obverse(var group_name:
il: integer);

group_type;

var group_item:

thing_type;

this routine will resolve the proposition if it is the obverse of one}
of the four basic types of propositions
}
to be an obverse, it must have a 'NON' in the predicate
}
obversion will remove the 'NON' and change the logic to the opposite
}
of what it started as
}

var
lngth,non spot: integer;
first_part,second_part:
string[40];
begin
non_spot:=poS('NON'

,group_item[il].item_name);

if (non spot>l) then begin
group itern[il]•item logic:=group item[il] •item logic xor true;
first-part:=copy(group
item[il] .Ttem nam'2,1,non spot-I);
Ingth:=length(group
item[il].item name)-non spot-2;
second part:=copy(group
item[il].Ttem name,non spot+3,lngth);
group Ttern[il].item name:=concat(first part,second part);

~. ,

-

--

-

if (non spot=l) then begin
group itern[il].item logic:=group item[il].item logic xor true;
lngth:=length(group-itern[il].item
name)-3;
first part:=copy(group
item[il].item name,4,lngth);
group-itern[il].item name:=first part;
end;
end;

procedure

contra(var group_name:
il: integer);

group_type;

var group_item:

thing_type;

{ this routine will resolve the proposition if it is the contraposition
{ of any of the four basic types of propositions
{ contraposition applies if both the subject and predicate have a 'NON'

}
}
}

{ in them and if the proposition is a type A or type 0 proposition
}
{ contraposition will remove both of the 'NON's and swap the subject and}
{ predicate terms
}
var
s non spot,p non spot,lngth: integer;
fTrst=part,secon~part:
string[50];
begin
if (group item[il].item logic=group itern[il].itern quant) then begin
s non spot:=poS('NONT,group
nameTil]);
p=non~=:Spot:=pos ('NON' ,group=item [il] •itern_ nama) ;

if (s non spot>l) then begin
first part:=copy(group
name[il],l,s non spot-I);
Ingth:=length(group
naffi~[il])-s non-spot-2;
second part:=copy(group nam'~[ilT,s non spot+3,lngth);
group name[il]:=concat(first
part,second part);
end;
-if (s non spot=l) then begin
Ingth:~length(group
name[il])-3;
first part:=copy(group name[il],4,lngth);
group-name[iIJ:=first
part;
end;
if (p non spot>l) then begin
first part:=copy(group
item[il] •item name,l,p non spot-I);
Ingth:=length(group
item[il].item name)-p non-spot-2;
second part:=copy(group
item[il].Tt~n name,p non sPot+3,lngth);
group Ttem[il].item name:=concat(first part,second part);
end;
-if (p non spot=l) then begin
Ingth :~Iength (group item [LL] • item name) -3;
first part:=copy(group
item[il].iten name,4,lngth);
group-item[il].item
name:=first part;
end;
first part:=group name[il];
group-name[il]:=group
item[il].itern na~e;
group-item[il].item
name:=first part;
end-,
end;
end;

procedure

small parse(phrase: phrase type; var group name:
group_type; var group_item: thIng_type);

{ this used to be the main routine, but now will be used to call the
{ routines which load the data structures wi th the appropriate values
{ for each phrase:
{
1) if only the first term has a 'NON' in it and the phrase is mood
{
E or I, then swi tch the terms
{
2) if both terms have a 'NON' in thell and the phrase is mood A or
{
0, call contraposition
{
3) if only the second term has a 'NON' in it, call obverse
var
i: integer;
begin
for i:=l to 3 do begin
prop:=phrase[i] .descr;

if ((pos('NON' ,group name[i]»=l)
and
(pos('NON' ,group Item[i] •item nam'?)=0) and
(group item[i] •item quant<>group item[i] •item logic»
temp stri ng :=gr oup name [i] ;
group name[i] :=group item[i] •item name;
group-item[i] •item name:=temp strIng;
end-,
-

then begin

if ((group item[i] .iten logic=group item[i] •item quant) and
(pos('NON' ,group name[i])<>0) and
(pos('NON' ,group-item[i] .iten nam':!)<>0» then
contra(group_name,group_iten,I);
if (pos('NON' ,group item[i] .iten name) >= 1) then
obverse(group_name,group_item~i);
end;
end;

procedure

init(var group name: group type; var group item: thing type;
var infered: infer_tyPe; var phrase: phrase_type);

{ this routine initializes all data structures}
{ strings: null;
boolean variables: true
}
var
i,j: integer;

}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}

begin
for i:=l to 3 do begin
group name[i] :=' ';
group-item[i] •item name:=' ';
group-item[i] .item-quant:=true;
group-item[i] .item-logic:=truei
infered[i] .name:='-';
infered[i] •item name:=' ';
infered[i] .item-quant:=true;
infered[i] .item-logic:=true;
phrase[i] .descr:=' ';
phrase[i] .form:=unknown;
end;
end;

procedure

figure 1 syllogism(var group name: group type; var group item:
-thing_type;-var infered: infer_type);
-

{ this routine will make inferences for syllogisms of the following legal
{forms:
AAA-l
EAE-l
A11-l
E10-l
{ a figure-l syllogism has the terms arranged in the following way:

}
}
}

{
{

}
}

MIDDLE
SUBJECT

PREDICA'rE
MIDDLE

begin
if (group_name [l]<>group_narne [2]) then begin
if (group item[2].item name=group
(group=item[2].item=logic=true)

narne[l]) and
then begin

if (group item[l].item quant) then begin
infered[l].name:=group
name[2];
infered[l].item name:=group iten[l].item name;
infered[l] .item-quant:=group item[2] •item quanti
infered[l].item-logic:=group-item[l]
•item-logic;
end;
end;
end;
end;

procedure

figure 2 syllogism(var group name: !]roup type; var group iten:
- thing_type;-var infered: infer_type);
-

{ this routine will make inferences for syllogisms of the following legal
{forms:
EAE-2
AOO-2
AEE-2
EIO-2
{ a figure-2 syllogism has the terms arranged in the following way:
{
PREDICATE
MIDi)LE
{
SUBJECT
MIDDLE

}
}
}
}
}

begin
if (group_name [1]<>group_ name [2]) then begin
if (group_item[1].item_name=group_item[2]

•item_name) then begin

if (group iten[l] •item quant) and
(group-iten[l] .ib::m-logic<>group item[2] •item_logic)
infered[l].name:=group
name[2]; infered[l].item name:=group name[l];
infered[l].item-quant:=group
item[2] •item quanti
infered[l].item=logic:=false;
-

then begin

if (group item[2].item quant) then begin
infered[2] .name r=qroup name [1] i
infered[2].item name:=group name[2];
infered[2] .item-quant:=group item[2] •item quanti
infered[2].item-logic:=false;
end·,
end;
end;
end;
end;

procedure

figure 3 syllogism(var group name: group type; var group item:
- thing_type; - var infered: infer_type);
-

{ this routine will make inferences for syllogisms of the following legal
{forms:
AII-3
IAI-3
OAO-3
EIO-3
{ a figure-3 syllogism has the terms arranged in the following way:
{
MIDDLE PREDICATE
{
MIDDLE SUBJECT

}
}
}
}
}

begin
if (group_name[1]=group_name[2])

then begin

if (group item[l].item quant<>group item[2].item quant) and
(group-item [2]•item-logic) then begin
infered[l].name:=group
item[2] •item name;
infered[l].item name:=group item[l]~iten name;
infered[l].item-quant:=false;
infered[l].item=logic:=grouP_item[l].it~logic;
if (group item[l].item logic) then begin
infer9d[2] .name:=group item[l].item name;
infered[2] •item nffine:=group item[2]~item name;
infered[2] .item-quant:=false;
infered[2].item-logic:=group
item[2] •item logic;
e~·,
end;
end;
end;

procedure

figure 4 syllogism(var group name: group type; var group item:
- thing_type;-var infered: infer_type);
-

{ this routine will make inferences for syllogisms of the following legal
{ forms:
AEE-4
IAI-4
EIO-4
{ a figure-4 syllogism has the terms arranged in the following way:
{
PREDICATE
MIDDLE
{
MIDDLE
SUBJECT
begin
if (group_name[1]<>group_name[2])

then begin

if (group_item[1].it~name=group_name[2])

then begin

if (group item[l].item logic) and
(group-item[2].item-quant)
and
(group-item [1] .iteu-quant<>group item[2] •item logic) then begin
infer9d[l] .name e=qroup item[2] •item name;
infered[l] •item name:=group name[l];
infered[l].item-quant:=group
item[l].item quanti
infered[1].item=logic:=group=item[2].iteu=logic;
if (group_item[l].item_quant)

then begin

}
}
}
}
}

infered[2J.name:=group
name[lJ;
infered[2J.itern name:=group item[2J.item name;
infered [2J •itern-quant :=group itern[lJ •item quanti
infered[2J.itern-logic:=group-item[2J.item-logic;
e~;
end;
if (group item[lJ.item quant) and (group item[2J •item logic) and
(not group_item[lJ.Ttem_logic)
and
(not group item[2J.item quant) then begin
infered[lJ~name:=group
Tten[2J .iten name;
infered[lJ.item name:=group narne[lJ;
infered[lJ .item-quant:=false;
infered[lJ.item-logic:=false;
end·,
end;
end;
end;

procedure

check(var group name: group type; var group_item:
var infered: infer_type);

thing_type;

{ this routine checks to see if the offered conclusion matches any of the }
{ infered conclusions, and prints a message stating its findings
}
var
i: integer;
valid: boolean;
begin
valid:=false;
for i :=1 to 2 do
with infered[iJ do
if (name<>' ') then
if (narne=group name[3J) and
(item name=group item[3J.item name) and
(item-quant=group
item[3J •item quant) and
(item-logic=group-item[3J.item-logic)
then
vaTid:=true;
wri teln (' ');

if not valid then
writeln('Your
given conclusion
else
writeln('Your
given conclusion

does NOT logically
follows

follow.')

logically.');

end;

procedure

logic(var group name: group type; var group_item:
var infered: infer_type);

thing_type;

{ this routine calls all four inference routines to draw all possible
{ conclusions, and then calls the routine to check if the conclusion
{ offered is valid

}
}
}

begin
figure 1 sy11ogism(group
name,group item,infered);
figure-2-syllogism(group-name
,group-item, infered) ;
figure-3-syllogism(group-name,group-iten,infered);
figure-4-syllogism(group-name,group-itern,infered);
check(group_name,group_it~m,inferedr;
end;

procedure

init_keywords(var

{ this routine

ke~vord:

will initialize

key_type);

all the possible

keywords

}

begin
keyword [1] :=' BECAUSE'; keyword (2) :=' FOR '; keyword [3) :=' SINCE' ;
keyword [4) :='AND'; keyword [5) :='BUT'; keyword [6) :=' YE'f' ;
keyword [7] :='THEREFORE'; keyword [8) :='SO '; keyword [9] :='CONSEQUENTLY';
keyword [10] :=' HENCE'; keyword [11] :=' IT FOLLOWS THA'r';
keyword[12]:=' .'; keyword[13]:=';';
keyword [14] :=' ,';
end;

function

next_keyword(input:

{ this function

returns

input_type;

start:

integer):

integer;

an integer value that is the position

of the next

}

{
{

keyword in the input given relative to the starting integer position
---the value returned is RELATIVE ro THE S'rARTING POSITION---

}
}

var
key,temp posn,key spot: integer;
temp_strTng: string[100];
begin
temp posn:=1000;
temp string :=copy (input, start, length (input) -start+ 1) ;
for key:=l to number of keywords do begin
key spot:=pos(keyWord[key] ,temp string);
if (key spot<temp posn) and (key spot>0) then
temp=posn:=key=spot;
end;

end;

function

last_keyword(input:

input_type;

start: integer):

integer;

{ this function returns an integer value of the la.st keyword before the
{
given integer start position
---the value returned is ABSOLOTE--{ if none found, the value returned is 1000
var
key,temp posn,key spot,distance,shortest:
temp_strTng: string [100] ;

integer;

begin
temp posn:=1000;shortest:=1000;
temp=string:=copy(input,l,start);
for key:=l to number of keywords do begin
key spot:=pos(keyWord[key] ,temp string);
distance:=start-key_spot;
if (distance<shortest) and (distance>0) and (key_spot>0)
temp posn:=key spot;
shortest:=distance;
end;
end;

then begin

}
}

}

end;

procedure

strip_phrase(var

work: string100);

{ this routine will strip all leading and trailing blanks and punctuation
{
from the given phrase

}
}

var
temp: string[100];
end work: integer;
begin
while (work[l]=' ') do begin
end work:=length(work);
temp:=copy(work,2,end
work-l);
work:=temp;
end;
end_work:=length(work)

;

while (work[end work]=' ') or (work[end work]=keyword[12])
or
(work[end work]=keyword[13])
or (work[end work]=keY'-vord[14]) do begin
temp:=copy(work,l,end
work-l);
work:=temp;
end work:=length(work);
end; end;

procedure

get premise(input: input type; start posn,len: integer; work:
string20; var phrase: phrase type;
var num: integer);
-

{ this routine will get the phrase signalled by the premise keyword.
{ the premise keyword comes before the phrase so this routine will:
{
1) if there are no keywords prior to the one that caused entry
{
to this routine AND it is not the first word of the sentence
{
a) get the phrase starting at the beginning and ending
{
before the current keyword (start position on entry)
{
b) do not flag the phrase as prenise or conclusion
{
c) increment phrase number
{
2) get the phrase starting after the current keyword and
{
and ending before the next keyword
{
3) flag the phrase as being a premise

}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}

{

4) increment phrase number

}

var
last,end_of_phrase:

integer;

begin
last:=last_keyword(input,start_posn);
if «last=1000)
and (start_posn>3»
then begin
phrase [num] .descr:=copy(input,l,start_posn_l);
strip phrase (phrase [num] .descr);
num: =num+ 1 ;
end;
if (next keyword(input,start
posn+len)=l)
start=posn:=start_posn+start_posn+l;

then

end of phrase:=next keyword(input,start
posn+len)-l;
phraseTnum] .descr:=copy(input,start
posn+len,end of phrase);
strip phrase(phrase[nu~] .descr);
- phrase [num] .form:=pre~;
num: =num+ 1 ;
end;

procedure

get next prenise(input: input type; start posn,len: integer; work:
string20; var phrase: phrase type;
var num: integer);
-

{ this routine will get the phrase following a prenise connective keyword.
{ the keyword comes immediately before the phrase so this routine will:
{
1) get the phrase starting after the current keyword and ending
{
before the next keyword
{
2) flag that phrase as being a premise
{
3) increment phrase number
{
3) if there is NOT a keyword before the current one
{
a) get the phrase starting after the prior keyword and ending
{
before the current keyword
{
b) flag the phrase as a premise
{
c) increment phrase number
var
end_of_phrase,last:

integer;

begin
if (next keyword(input,start
posn+len)=1)
start=posn:=start_posn+start_posn+l;

then

}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}

end of phrase:=next keyword(input,start
pasn+len)-l;
phrase[num] .descr:=copy(input,start
paso+len,end of phrase) ;
strip phrase (phrase [num] .descr);
- phrase[num] .form:=prem;
nurnr =num+ 1 ;
last:=last keyword(input,start
pasn);
if (last=1000) then begin
phrase [num] .descr:=copy(input,l,start
strip phrase (phrase [num] .descr);
phrase[num] .forrn:=prern;
num: =num- 1 ;
end;

pasn-2);
-

end;

procedure

get conclusion(input:
input type; start pasn,len: integer; work:
string20; var phrase: phrase type;
var num: integer);
-

{ this routine will get the phrase signalled by the conclusion keyword.
{ the conclusion keyword comes before the phrase so this routine will:
{
1) if there are no keywords prior to the current one AND it is
{
not the first word of the sentence:
{
a) get the phrase starting at the beginning of the sentence
{
and ending before the current keyword
{
b) do NOT flag the phrase as premise or conclusion
{
c) increment phrase nu~er
{
2) if there is a keyword before the current one
{
a) get the phrase starting at the beginning of input and
{
ending before the current keyword
{
b) do not flag this phrase as premise or conclusion
{
c) increment phrase nu~er
{
3) get the phrase starting after the current keyword and ending
{
before the next keyword
{
4) flag the phrase as being the conclusion
{
5) flag the other two phrases as being prenises
{
6) increment the phrase nu~er
var
last,end_of_phrase,i:

integer;

begin
last:=last_keyword(input,start_pasn);
if ((last=1000) and (start pasn>3)
then begin
phrase[num].descr:=copy(input,l,start
pasn-I);
strip_phrase(phrase[nu~]
.descr);
num:=num+l;

}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}

end;
if (next keyword(input,start
start=posn:=start_posn+l;-

posn+1en)=1)

then

end of phrase:=next keyword(input,start
posn+1en)-1;
phraseTnu~] .descr:=copy(input,start
posn+len,end of phrase);
strip phrase (phrase [num] .descr);
- phrase[num] .form:=conc;
for i:=l to 3 do begin
if (i<>num) then
phrase[i] .form:=pren;
end;
num :=num- 1 ;
end;

procedure

get phrase(input: input type; start posn,len: integer; work:
string20;-var phrase:-phrase type;
var num: integer);
-

{ this routine will get phrases that weren't picked up by leading keywords}
{ and will be flagged as premise or conclusion later.
{
1) if the previous keyword is a punctuation mark
{
a) get the phrase starting after the previous keyword and
{
ending before the current keyword
{
b) do not flag the phrase as prenise or conclusion
{
c) increnent phrase number
{
2) if there is no keyword before the current one
{
a) get the phrase starting at the beginning of the input
{
and ending before the current keyword
{
b) do not flag the phrase as premise or conclusion
{
c) increment phrase nu~er
{
3) if the next keyword is not close to the current one N~D it is
{
a punctuation mark then:
{
a) get the phrase starting after the current keyword and
{
ending before the next keyword (punctuation mark)
{
b) do NOT flag the phrase as a premiSe or conclusion
{
c) increment phrase nu~er
var
next,last,spot:

integer;

begin
last:=last_keyword(input,start_posn);
if (input[last] =keyword [12]) or (input[last]=keyword[13])

or

}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}

(input[last]=keyword[14])
then begin
phrase [num] .descr:=copy(input,last+l,start
strip phrase (phrase [num] .descr);
num: =num+ 1 ;
end;
if (last=1000) then begin
phrase [num] .descr:=copy(input,l,start
strip phrase (phrase [num] .descr);
num: =num+ 1 ;
end;

posn-last);
-

posn);
-

next:=next keyword(input,start
posn+l);
spot:=next+start_posn;
if ((next>5) and (next<>1000) and
(input[spot] <>keyword[12]) and
(input [spot] <>keyword[13]) and (input[spot]<>keyword[14]))
phrase [num] .descr:=copy(input,start
posn+2,next-2);
strip phrase (phrase [num] .descr);
num: =num+ 1 ;
end;

then begin

end;

procedure

pick_keywords(input:

input_type;

keyword: key_tyPe);

{ this routine will search the input for valid keywords and call the get- }
{ routines to get the phrases from the input
}
{
1) change all characters in input to upper case
}
{
2) for i=l to length of input
}
{
3)
for j=l to largest length of a keyword
}
{
4)
work string = start position=i, end=start+j
}
{
5)
if work string = any of the keywords AND the keyword was }
{
6)
not already found
}
{
call the appropriate procedure to get a phrase
}
{endif
}
{
next j
}
{
next i
}
var
start posn,len,phrase num,last:
work:-string[20];
used: boolean;
this: string[100];
begin

integer;

for start posn:=l to length (input) do
input [start_posn] :=upcase(input[start_posn]);
for start posn:=l
used:=false- ,

to length(input)

do begin

for len:=l to 20 do begin
if not used then begin
work:=copy(input,start_posn,len);
if «work=keyword[l])
or (work=keyword[2]) or
(work=keyword[3])) then begin
used:=true;
get premise(input,start
posn,len,work,phrase,phrase
end; -

-

num) ;

if «work=keyword[4])
or (work=keyword[5]) or
(work=keyword[6])) then begin
used:=true;
get next premise(input,start
posn,len,work,phrase,phrase
end-, -

-

num) ;

if «work=keyword[7])
or (work=keyword[8]) or (work=keyword[9]) or
(work=keyword[10]) or (work=keyword[ll])) then begin
used:=true;
get conclusion(input,start
posn,len,work,phrase,phrase
num) ;
end-, if «work=keyword[12])
or (work=keyword[13]) or
(work=keyword [14])) then begin
used:=true;
get phrase(input,start
posn,len,work,phrase,phrase
end-, -

-

num);

end;
end;
end;
end;

procedure

reso1ve_unknowns(var

{ if two of the phrases

phrase: phrase_type;

var bad_parse:

boolean);

are premises, flag the third as conclusion
if no two are flagged as premises, set the bad-parse flag to be returned
{ if any of the phrases are null, set the bad_parse flag to be returned
{

var
i: integer;

}
}
}

begin
bad_parse:=true;
if ((phrase[l].form=prem)
phrase [3] .form:=conc;
bad parse:=false;
end; -

and (phrase[2].form=prem»

then begin

if

((phrase[2] .form=prem)
phrase[l].form:=conc;
bad parse:=false;
end·, -

and (phrase [3] .f'orm=prem)

then begin

((phrase[l] .form=prem)
phrase[2].form:=conc;
bad parse:=false;
end·, -

and (phrase [3] .form=prem»

then begin

if

if not bad parse then
for i:=-l to 3 do
if (length(phrase[i]
bad_parse:=true;

.descr) <3) then

if bad parse then begin
wrfEeln(' ');writeln('Your entered input cannot be parsed __ I);
writeln('I cannot tell which of your statments is the conclusion!');
end;
end;

procedure
{
{

in_order (var phrase: phrase_type);

this routine will put the conclusion
to the small parser

last before sending the phrases

var
temp: phrases;
i: integer;
begin
for i:=l to 2 do begin
if (phrase[i] .form=conc) then begin
temp.descr:=phrase[3] .descr;
phrase [3] .descr:=phrase[i] .descr;
phrase[3].form:=conc;
phrase[i] .descr:=temp.descr;

off }
}

phrase[i] .form:=prern;
end;
end;
end;

procedure

re_order(var

group_name:

group_type;

var group_item:

{ this routine will put the premise which contains
{ and the premise with the final subject second

thing_type);

the final predicate

first }
}

var
temp name: string[50];
temp:- item_ type;
begin
if ((group name[l]=group name[3]) or
(group_Item [1] •item_ name=group_ name [3])) then begin
temp name:=group name[2];
temp:-item name:=group itern[2].item name;
temp.item-quant:=group
item[2].item quanti
temp.item-logic:=group-it~m[2]
•item-logic;
group name[2] :=group name [1] ;
group-item[2].item
name:=group item[l] .item name;
group-item [2] .itern-quant:=group item[l] •item quanti
group-item[2].item-logic:=group-itern[lJ.item-logic;
group-name [1] :=ternp name;
group-item[l].itern name:=temp.ibem
name;
group - itern[l] •itern- quan t := temp, ib3TI quan t;
group=itern[l] .item=logic:=ternp.item=logici
end;
endi

begin
clrscr;
wri teln ('Enter your input after the cursor.

You must use the return key');

writeln('before
you reach the end of the line.
writeln(' in the middle.
When through entering,
wri teln (' ');wri te ('>' ) ;
init keywords(keyword);
init(group_name,group_item,infered,phrase);
input:=" ;
readln (line) ;
while (line[l]<>'*') do begin
:if (line[length(line)]<>'
') then
line :=concat (line,' ');
input:=concat (input,line) ;
readln (line) ;
end;
pick keywords(input,keyword);
resolve_unknowns (phrase ,bad_parse) ;
if not bad parse then begin
in order(phrase);
small parse(phrase,group
name,group it~m);
re order (group name ,group itern);
prTnt_rnood(group_name,group_item,bad_parse);
if not bad parse then begin
print all (group name,group iten);
logic(group name,group item,infered);
wri teln (' ');wri teln ('-') ;
end;
end;
end.

Also, do not break words');
enter n*n on a new line');

Enter your input after the cursor.
You must use the return key
before you reach the end of the line. Also, do not break words
in the middle.
M1en through entering, enter "*" on a new line
>Some protestors are college students and some college students are
not well-informed people, so some protestors are not well-informed
people.

*

mood=OIO-l
SOME COLLEGE STUDENTS ARE NOT WELL-INFORMED PEOPLE
SOME PROTESTORS ARE COLLEGE STUDENTS
SOME PROTESTORS ARE NOT WELL-INFORMED PEOPLE
(conclusion)
Your given conclusion

does NOT logically

follow.

>

Enter your input after the cursor.
You must use the return key
before you reach the end of the line. Also, do not break words
in the middle. M1en through entering, enter "*" on a new line
>All metals are electrical conductors, so some liquids are electrical
conductors for some liquids are metals.

*

mood=AII-l
ALL METALS ARE ELECTRICAL CONDUCTORS
SOME LIQUIDS ARE METALS
SOME LIQUIDS ARE ELECTRICAL CONDUCTORS
Your given conclusion

>

follows

logically.

(conclusion)

Enter your input after the cursor. You must use the return key
before you reach the end of the line. Also, do not break words
in the middle. ~en through entering, enter n* n on a new line
)All novels by Dickens are social commentaries and some social
commentaries are not works that have lasting interest, so some
novels by Dickens are not works that have lasting interest.

*

mood=OAO-l
SOME SOCIAL COMMENTARIES ARE NOT WORKS THAT HAVE LASTING INTEREST
ALL NOVELS BY DICKENS ARE SOCIAL COMMENTARIES
SOME NOVELS BY DICKENS ARE NOT WORKS THAT HAVE LASTING INTEREST
(conclusion)
Your given conclusion does NOT logically follow.

)

Enter your input after the cursor. You must use the return key
before you reach the end of the line. Also, do not break words
in the middle. ~en through entering, enter n*n on a new line
)No hard-hit line drives are easy chances and some easy chances
are sources of errors, so some sources of error are hard-hit
line drives.

*

Terms do not match -- please reenter carefully.
)

Enter your input after the cursor.
You must use the return key
before you reach the end of the line. Also, do not break words
in the middle. l'l1enthrough entering, enter n*n on a new line
)Sarne trips to Europe by senators are junkets and no trips to Europe
by senators are necessary excursions, so some necessary excursions
are junkets.

*

mood=IEI-3
SOME TRIPS TO EUROPE BY SENATORS ARE JUNKETS
NO TRIPS TO EUROPE BY SENATORS ARE NECESSARY EXCURSIONS
SOME NECESSARY EXCURSIONS ARE JUNKETS
(conclusion)
Your given conclusion

does NOT logically

follow.

)

Enter your input after the cursor.
You must use the return key
before you reach the end of the line. Also, do not break words
in the middle. ~\~en through entering, enter n*n on a new line
)Sarne preachers are persons of unfailing vigor. No preachers are
nonintellectuals.
Therefore some intellectuals are persons of
unfailing vigor.

*

mood=IAI-3
SOME PREACHERS ARE PERSONS OF UNFAILING VIGOR
ALL PREACHERS ARE INTELLECTUALS
SOME INTELLECTUALS ARE PERSONS OF UNFAILING VIGOR
Your given conclusion

)

follows

logically.

(conclusion)

Enter your input after the cursor. You must use the return key
before you reach the end of the line. Also, do not break words
in the middle. W1en through entering, enter n*n on a new line
>Sorne nondrinkers are athletes, because no drinkers are persons in
perfect physical condition, and some persons in perfect physical
condition are not nonathletes.

*

rnood=EIO-4
NO DRINKERS ARE PERSONS IN PERFECT PHYSICAL CONDITION
SOME PERSONS IN PERFECT PHYSICAL CONDITION ARE ATHLETES
SOME ATHLETES ARE NOT DRINKERS
(conclusion)
Your given conclusion follows logically.

>

Enter your input after the cursor. You must use the return key
before you reach the end of the line. Also, do not break words
in the middle. W1en through entering, enter n*n on a new line
>Some boors are teachers since no Pedants are nonboors and some
pedants are teachers.

*

rnood=IAI-3
SOME PEDANTS ARE TEACHERS
ALL PEDANTS ARE BOORS
SOME BOORS ARE TEACHERS
(conclusion)
Your given conclusion follows logically.

>

Enter your input after the cursor. You must use the return key
before you reach the end of the line. Also, do not break words
in the middle. ~en through entering, enter n*n on a new line
>Some poets are intellectuals and all poets are nonshrewd businessmen,
so some shrewd businessmen are nonintellectuals.

*

mOod=IE0-3
SOME POETS ARE INTELLOCTUALS
NO POETS ARE SHREWD BUSINESSMEN
SOME SHREWD BUSINESSMEN ARE NOT INTELLOCTUALS

(conclusion)

Your given conclusion does NOT logically follow.

>

Enter your input after the cursor. You must use the return key
before you reach the end of the line. Also, do not break words
in the middle. When through entering, enter n*n on a new line
>Some reformers are fanatics, so some idealists are fanatics, since
all reformers are idealists.

*

mood=IAI-3
SOME REFORt1ERSARE FANATICS
ALL REFORMERS ARE IDEALISTS
SOME IDEALISTS ARE FANATICS

(conclusion)

Your given conclusion follows logically.
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